Türen zu für Antisemiten: Zur
Rolle des Jüdischen Museums
Berlin (mit Michael Kreutz)

“Der Ex-Direktor bot BDS-Unterstützern und Forschern, die
Islamophobie und Antisemitismus vergleichen, eine Plattform.
Das geht nicht. Ein Gastbeitrag.
Im Streit um das Jüdische Museum Berlin ist im Juni 2019 Peter
Schäfer vom Amt des Direktors zurückgetreten. Ihm folgt im
April Hetty Berg aus Amsterdam. Die Diskussion um die
Institution geht indessen weiter: Der Politikwissenschaftler

Max Czollek hat im Tagesspiegel vom 27. 12. 2019 für das
Jüdische Museum als ein offenes Haus plädiert. Hier antworten
ihm Clemens Heni, Direktor des International Center for the
Study of Antisemitism Berlin, und der Islamwissenschaftler
Michael Kreutz.”
Clemens Heni / Michael Kreutz
in: Der Tagesspiegel, Freitag, 03. Januar 2020

How German is
Museum Berlin?

the

Jewish

Von Dr. Clemens Heni, 27. Januar 2019
Times of Israel (Blogs)
Currently, the “Jewish” Museum Berlin is criticized for its
distorting of Jerusalem and the Jewish impact on Jerusalem.
Volker Beck (The Greens), longtime MP (1994–2017) and former
head of the German-Israel Group of Parliamentarians in the
German Bundestag (2013–2017), on January 25, 2019, writes in
the weekly Die Zeit about an exhibition in the Jewish Museum
about “Jerusalem.” The exhibition downgrades the Jewish role
of Jerusalem while embracing the Arab or Palestinian
narrative. It distorts the Jewish history of that city, but
devotes much space to the al-Husseini family, for example,
without even mentioning the pro-Nazi approach of Jerusalem
Grand Mufti Amin al-Husseini.
Then, according to Beck, the museum promotes three groups of
particular pious Jewish groups – Neturei Karta, Ne’emanei Har
ha-Bayt and Women’s of the Wall. As if antisemitic Jews who
collaborate with Holocaust deniers and Iran like Neturei Karta
have anything to say about believing Jews. Beck focuses on

both what the exhibition shows and what it does not show and
say. It shows the “Nakba” and ignores the “600.000” Jews who
had to flee Arab states after 1948. This pro-Arab and rather
anti-Jewish outline of that exhibition is just the latest
scandal of this huge German national institution.
In recent months and years, many journalists and scholars have
criticized the Jewish Museum Berlin. However, in a truly
unprofessional, if not nasty 3 minutes report in a leading
news show on German TV, “Heute Journal” of the Second Channel
ZDF on January 17, 2019, they defame criticism of that
exhibition and of the Jewish Museum as such. The report
interviews the head of the Jewish Museum, Peter Schaefer, who
is not Jewish. He denounces critics and blames them to support
the Netanyahu government. Netanyahu had criticized the
Museum’s anti-Zionist stance, which was for sure not very
smart. As if critics of the Jewish Museum depend on Netanyahu!
I myself, for example, am a long-time critic of the Jewish
Museum and their pro-Islam as well as post- or anti-Zionist
agenda in recent years. I am also known as critic of Netanyahu
and his right-wing politics, I even lost my job ad editor-inchief of a small Jewish monthly, the Juedische Rundschau, in
2014 due to my criticism of Bibi on Facebook. Then, I
criticized Netanyahu in 2017 in a foreword to a German
translation (which I did alongside with my friend and
colleague, Arabist, political scientist and Orientalist
Michael Kreutz) of the book “The Israeli Nation-State”, coedited by Fania Oz-Salzberger and Yedidia Z. Stern, both
promote the Jewish and democratic state of Israel and are
known as fierce critics of Netanyahu.
Michael Wuliger of the leading Jewish weekly in Germany, the
Juedische Allgemeine, published by the Central Council of Jews
in Germany (“Zentralrat der Juden in Deutschland”), attacks
the Jewish museum in an article on January 24, 2019. He
analyzes the failure of the Jewish Museum Berlin’s head Peter
Schaefer, who is a historian of ancient times. Schaefer is

responsible for all the distortions in that exhibition and
much more, for the post- or anti-Zionist outlook of the entire
institution.
That became clear in summer last year, when the Jewish Museum
announced an event with pro-BDS author Sa’ed Atshan from the
US, a Palestinian from East Jerusalem. After criticism, the
event was not cancelled but took place at another troubling
Berlin institution, the ICI (Institute for Cultural Inquiry),
with the very same moderator as planned by the Jewish Museum,
Katharina Galor, an archeologist. I deal with this and many
other historical and contemporary aspects of antisemitism in
my new book, “The Complex Antisemitism” (in German).
Another event by the Jewish Museum took place in fall 2018,
about “Islamophobia”, organized by Yasemin Shooman, a Muslim
co-worker at the museum, who wrote her PhD at the Center for
Research on Antisemitism at Technical University Berlin (ZfA)
under the auspices of controversial historian Wolfgang Benz,
then head of the ZfA. Benz had honored his own PhD advisor
from 1968, Karl Bosl, like in 1988, when Bosl (1908–1993)
turned 80 years old. In 2009, Benz mentioned Bosl in the
announcement material for a lecture. Bosl was a member of the
Nazi Party (NSDAP) and was paid by a project of the
“Ahnenerbe” of the SS (Schutzstaffel) – the SS was a central
organization in the Shoah.
Bosl took place in the last conference of Nazi historians midJanuary 1945 – that event took place in the birthplace of the
“Führer” Hitler himself, in Braunau am Inn (today: Austria),
to emphasize the solidarity of these historians with the
“Führer”. After 1945, Bosl was still active in antisemitic
circles, in 1964 he compared the expulsion of Germans from the
East to the Holocaust, embraced antisemitic elements of German
history like Ernst Moritz Arndt and spoke at the grave of
another former full-time Nazi, Theodor Mayer, in November
1972.

A Jewish Museum’s event in fall 2018 – Living with
Islamophobia – announced Moustafa Bayoumi, a strong antiIsrael activist, who did a book on the jihadist ship Mavi
Marmara from 2010. Other participants of that event were no
less troubling and known for their anti-Zionist politics or
the downplaying if not affirmation of Islamism, like Naika
Foroutan. In her doctoral dissertation she embraced then
Iranian President Chatami (who called Israel a “cancerous
tumor”) and framed then Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon as
“state terrorist.” This was the start of a wonderful career of
Foroutan in German academia.
Journalist Alan Posener criticized that event in September
2018 in the daily Die Welt. He writes about the coming new
main exhibition at the Jewish Museum, which will open by the
end of 2019. What seems to be clear so far is the fact, that
there will be no special room dedicated to Zionism, one of the
th

most important aspect of Jewish history since the late 19
century. Of course, Zionism will not be completely ignored,
but will play a minor role in that new main exhibition.

On the other side, Schaefer emphasizes the role of a “JewishMuslim Forum”. Ignoring Islamism is a core element of
Schaefer’s ideology, following Shooman, who even publicly
attacks the representative of the Jewish Community Berlin for
the fight against antisemitism due to his criticism of Muslim
antisemitism and a particular dangerous Islamist institution
in Berlin. Shooman published her article in 2018 in a Jewish
journal called “Jalta,” made by and dedicated to post- and
anti-Zionist Jews.
The connection of the Center for Research on Antisemitism and
the Jewish Museum is of great importance. In 2013, for
example, they both organized an event with British anti-Israel
activist Brian Klug, despite international criticism,
organized by my center, the Berlin International Center for
the Study of Antisemitism (BICSA). Shooman is among the most

controversial co-workers at the Jewish Museum Berlin, as her
downplaying of the Islamist threat, the fantasy of JewishMuslim cooperation and her anti-Israel stance are obvious.
Many in Israel or the US might think that a Jewish Museum is
both pro-Jewish and run by Jews. Not so in Germany. The best
known Jewish Museum in Germany is the Jewish Museum Berlin. It
is mainly funded (some 75 percent) by the German federal
government and its Representative for Culture and Media,
Monika Gruetters (CDU, Christian Democratic Union).
But there is much more to say about the “Jewish” Museum
Berlin.
Already at the opening of the Museum in 2001, the German
nationalist impact of the museum became clear. Journalist
Henryk M. Broder attended that event and wrote about it. He
analyzed the distortions of the event like the omission of
portrays of several of the most famous German Jews, including
Rosa Luxemburg, the Communist who was killed on January 15,
1919, Karl Marx, Jakob Wassermann or Gershom Scholem, the
Zionist who left the Weimar Republic in 1923 for Palestine and
criticized the “myth of German-Jewish symbiosis”.
This myth, though, was at the core of the opening exhibition
as Broder wrote. He also focused on the entry of the museum in
2001, where at the opening gala with 850 VIP guests a
blackboard out of glass with the names of leading German
banks, industrial companies and individuals greeted the
audience. That blackboard indicated, for whom the entire
Jewish Museum Berlin was made for: Germans, to be absolved of
their crimes of the Holocaust, to promote themselves as the
new and real heroes of morality in the 21st century.
The German government and Gruetters are also funding the
Barenboim-Said Academy in the heart of Berlin, vis-à-vis the
Foreign Ministry. Thomas Weidauer and I criticized that
institution in June 2015, when the roofing ceremony took

place. It is named after Edward Said, a leading antisemitic
and post-Orientalist author with immense influence among antiZionist academics around the world. Daniel Barenboim was not
only a friend of Said, but is also an ally of Said’s widow
Mariam Said. She has close connections to the BDS movement, in
2010 she defended the work of the West-Eastern-Divan-Orchestra
(WEDO) by Barenboim at the hardcore anti-Zionist page
“Electronic Intifada”. Mariam Said claims that WEDO is part of
the very same battle against the Jewish state than others in
the broad BDS camp.
Gruetters and the German federal government are world
champions in hypocrisy and claptrap – publicly they denounce
the BDS movement, but internally they are funding pro-BDS
institutions or museums that downplay the Islamism threat or
promote the fake Jewish-Muslim collaboration.
It is an imposition for Zionist scholars to need to go to the
Jewish Museum Berlin’s Blumenthal Academy to study Hachschara
and the Chaluzim, who prepared for Aliyah in the mid and late
1930s, to escape Nazi Germany and to help establishing a
secure haven for Jews in the Middle East. When I was employed
at the University of Hannover at the Center of Garden Art and
Landscape Architecture (CGL) in 2015 in a project about
landscape architecture, Zionism and Hachschara, I went to the
Jewish Museum’s Blumenthal academy. They hold a wonderful body
of original sources, including letters, brochures, booklets
and books, pictures and the like from the Zionist movement in
Germany. For example, I discovered a letter dated July 5,
1938, from a Kibbutz in the region of Thuringia, “Kibbutz
Mitteldeutschland und Thüringen,” where the author is very
happy that his friend will be allowed to join youth Aliyah.
The Jewish Museum Berlin is a German institution. It is
dedicated to German ideology. This ideology is based on the
fantasy, that Germany and Germany alone is the superstar of
morality in the 21st century. No one killed so consequently the

Jews than the Germans did. And no one remembers the Holocaust
like the Germans. That is the one and only reason, why the
German state is funding this institution. They employ and
invite Muslim, Jewish and other anti-Israel people, invite
pro-BDS agitators, and organize exhibitions that distort the
Jewish connection to the city of Jerusalem.
Since when translates “old” into “wise”? Peter Schaefer is an
old man (born 1943) and may not know what BDS or the three D’s
stand for (Demonization, Double Standard, Delegitimization).
On the other hand, he might know that very well. Finally, in
the interview with the German TV he uses the antisemitic
conspiracy myth of “foreign” influence on Germany (like the
stupid intervention by Bibi). He ignores German critics, both
Jewish and non-Jewish ones.
In 2012, the Jewish Museum Berlin hosted leading anti-Zionist
superstar from California, Judith Butler, who spoke with
pedagogue Micha Brumlik, himself a diaspora oriented antiZionist who always emphasizes that he is supposedly against
antisemitism (like the Iranian threat). The house was packed.
Today is Holocaust Remembrance Day, January 27, the day when
the Soviet Red Army liberated Auschwitz and the few survivors
there. It is time to stop the hype about the “Jewish” Museum
Berlin. It is a German National Museum as well as an antiJewish Museum. Survivors and their relatives should think
twice before giving their historical documents to that
institution, for example. Tourists should be aware that the
name “Jewish” does not mean that it is a pro-Jewish
institution.
—
Dedicated in honor of Michael’s birthday
©ClemensHeni

Gespräche über “Der Komplex
Antisemitismus” im Radio von
WDR 5 und WDR 3
Das Radio hat mich jüngst wieder eingeladen und mit mir über
mein neues Buch “Der Komplex Antisemitismus” gesprochen.

Am Montag, 3. Dezember 2018, sprach die Moderatorin Stefanie
Junker mit mir in Ihrer Sendung “Scala – Hintergrund Kultur”,
die Sendung lief von 14:05 bis 15 Uhr:

Der Komplex Antisemitismus
WDR 5 Scala – Hintergrund Kultur | 03.12.2018 | 10:23 Min.
Die neue Studie des Antisemitismusforschers Clemens Heni
untersucht an neuen Beispielen, wie sich das destruktive alte
Muster durch unser gesellschaftliches Leben zieht. “Dumpf und
gebildet, christlich, muslimisch, “lechts, rinks”,
postkolonial, romantisch, patriotisch: Deutsch”.

Am nächsten Tag, 4. Dezember 2018, sprach ich bereits ab 8:05
Uhr in der Sendung Mosaik von WDR 5 mit dem Moderator Raoul
Mörchen:

“Der Komplex Antisemitismus”
WDR 3 Mosaik | 04.12.2018 | 10:31 Min.
“Dumpf und gebildet, christlich, muslimisch, lechts, rinks,
postkolonial, romantisch, patriotisch, deutsch” – so
beschreibt Clemens Heni den “Komplex Antisemitismus” in seinem
neuen Grundlagenwerk.

Herzlichen Dank für die Einladung an den WDR und an die
Redakteurinnen und die Moderator*innen!

Vortrag Islamwissenschaft und
Jüdische Studien – Wie stehen
sie zu Israel? TU Darmstadt,
11.6.2014

Vortrag von Dr. phil. Clemens
Heni, Direktor des Berlin
International Center for the
Study of Antisemitism (BICSA)
an
der
Technischen
Universität
Darmstadt,
Ringvorlesung
Wissenschaftskritik:
Islamwissenschaft
und
Jüdische
Studien
in
Deutschland – »wie stehen sie

zu Israel?«
Mittwoch, 11. Juni 2014 – 18:30 bis 20:30, Ort: Schlosskeller
Der Vortrag kann hier oder hier angehört werden:
Timeline:
Intro: FAZ und das Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Teil 1
Teil 1: Islamwissenschaft

1:00 Schadenfreude an 9/11
2:45 Gudrun Krämer, Professor für Islamwissenschaft, FU
Berlin; in ihrer Dissertation (1982) diffamiert sie Kritik am
ägyptischem (nazistischen) Antisemitismus der 1950er Jahre
5:03 Wochenzeitung jungle world promotet etwas vorschnell die
Islamforscher Peter Wien und René Wildangel
9:00 „Mythos pro-faschistischer Araber“ und der „dämonisierte
Großmufti“
11:09 Bettina Gräf: Yusuf al-Qaradawi
14:40 Barbara Freyer-Stowasser: Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Frauen,
Gleichberechtigung und suicide bombing ohne Zustimmung von
Vater/Ehemann und gar ohne Kopftuch
20.:08 Kritik an einer direkten Linie vom Koran zu Hitler/Eine
Werbekampagne in USA
22:58 FAZ und das Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Teil 2: Bernd M.
Scherer und das Haus der Kulturen der Welt in Berlin promoten
ein Buch über al-Qaradawi: der »Global Mufti«
23:45

Der

Islamwissenschaftler

Peter

Heine,

Humboldt-

Universität (HU) Berlin, und der „Kinderarzt“ und PFLPTerrorist George Habash
28:16 Rüdiger Lohlker (Wien) und die Medien zu Israel als
„Kindermörder“
33:40 Kritik an Götz Nordbruch – gibt es „Teilzeit-Nazis“?

Teil 2: Jüdische Studien

36:45 Professor Alvin Rosenfeld: progressive Juden und der
neue Antisemitismus
38:50 Stefanie Schüler-Springorum und Jüdische Studien in
Berlin und Brandenburg
40:20 Brian Klug im Jüdischen Museum Berlin
41:13 Deutscher Historikertag 2010 und Binationalismus für
Israel/Palästina
42:30 Gershom Scholem: von der Hoffnung der Gruppe Brit
Schalom auf ein binationales Zusammenleben mit den Arabern hin
zum politischen, bewaffneten Zionisten auf den Dächern von
Jerusalem 1936ff.
44:44 Teilungspläne für das Mandatsgebiet Palästina 1937/47
45:55 Bedeutung der Archäologie für Israel
46:30 Abbas und die PA leugnen historische Existenz der Juden
im Land Israel
47:10 Dan Diner und die binationale Ideologie, 1980
48:17 „zionistische Gesetze abschaffen“ (Diner, 1980)
49:49 „Gesamtpalästina“

51:00 Prof. Christian Wiese im Leo Baeck Institute Yearbook
und sein Bezug auf Jacqueline Rose
53:38 Jacqueline Roses antisemitische Fantasien: Hitler sei
spätestens im Mai 1895 während eines Konzerts mit Richard
Wagner-Musik in Paris dazu „inspiriert worden, Mein Kampf zu
schreiben“ und Herzl dazu, „Der Judenstaat“ zu schreiben
56:40 Raphael Gross publiziert Christian Wiese
57:16 Robert S. Wistrich und die internationale Kritik an
Jacqueline Rose

